heels of liis highly successful collection
of css;ivs Whistling Dixie: Dispatches
from the South, Mr. Reed's new book
promises to be characteristically entertaining and instructive.
Kit Reed's new collection of short

stories. Thief of Lives, was also published
by the llniversity of Missouri Press. I ler
fourth book of short stories, 'I'hief of
Lives brings together an eclectic mix of
Ms. Reed's work, some of which (like
" T h e Garden C l u b " and "Fourth of

July") first appeared in Chronicles.
Ms. Reed, who is also the author of 12
novels, was recently commended as "a
resourceful and often witty writer" in a
review of her new collection for the New
York Times Book Review.

Principalities & Powers
by Samuel

Gangbusters
In 'ihe Killer Angels, Michael Saara's
novel about the battle of Gettysburg,
there is a character n a m e d Colonel
Arthur Fremantlc, a British military observer attached to the Confederate
forces. In part a comic figure, Fremantle
is perpetually perplexed by Americans
in general and Southerners in particular,
and he painfully worries himself and
others with his seldoni-very-acute perceptions. O n e thing he can't understand is why all the Southerners he
meets arc always so polite, and when he
finally figures it out, he explains his discovery to General Lewis Armistead, who
later recounts it to his colleagues. "That
Fremantle is kind of funny," says Armistead. " l i e said that we Southerners
were the most polite people he'd ever
met, but then he noticed wc all of us
carry guns all the time, wherever we
went, and he figured that maybe that
was why."
For once, Colonel Fremantle may
have hit upon an important truth, one
that pertains not only to the antebellum South but also to human society
in general. Armed societies are courteous societies, and many of history's most
heavily armed social orders besides
the Old South—those of the ancient
Greeks, medic\'al European knights,
Japanese Samurai, Renaissance courtiers, and barely literate cowboys on the
American frontier—have also been noted for the elaborate rituals of courtesy
and chivalry they practiced. T h e word
"chivalry" itself, now a synonym for the
old-fashioned style of deportment at
which the emancipated strumpets of
President Clinton's Cabinet and house-

Francis

hold snort, derives from the code of the
human battle tanks that rode horseback
in the Middle Ages. The reason for the
relationship between good weapons and
c o m m o n courtesy ought to be clear.
W i t h just about everyone you meet
clanking a syvord or packing a pistol,
you'd better mind your manners, and
your manners had better be highly formalized in clearly defined, normative
patterns of conduct that leave no doubt
about the benevolence of your intentions and the innocence of your behavior.
T h e converse also appears to be true.
The society of late 20th-century America is perhaps the first in human history
where most groyvn men do not routinely bear arms on their persons and boys
are not regularly raised from childhood
to learn skill in the use of some kind
of weapon, either for community or
personal defense—club or spear, broadsword or longbow, rifle or Bowie knife.
Ours also happens to be one of the rudest and crudest societies in history,
having jubilantly swept most of the ctic]uette of speech, table, dress, hospitality, regard for fairness, deference to authority, and the relations of male and
female and child and elder under the
fraying and filthy carpet of politically
convenient illusions. With little fear of
physical reprisal, Americans can be as
loud, gross, disrespectful, pushy, and
negligent as they please, "^'ct if more
people carried rapiers at their belts or
revolvers on their hips, it's a fair bet
you'd be able to go to a movie and enjoy
the dialogue from the screen without
having to endure the small talk, family
gossip, and assorted bodily noises that
many theater audiences these days reeularlv emit.

T h e prospect of a society in which
you can put a bullet between the eyes of
drivers who grab a parking space for
which you've been waiting or meet under the oaks at dawn characters who
bray sexual and scatological slang in the
hearing of your wife and children in
restaurants will no doubt strike most
Americans today as brutal, but the fact
is that that is precisely how most societies in human history have disciplined
themselves. For the most part, of course,
bloodshed over such slights did not occur, because the slights themselves did
not take place and because most people knew the price they might have to
pay for indulging in the ethic of Me
First and W h a t ' s Yours Is Negotiable.
Today, discourtesy is commonplace precisely because there is no price to pay
for it. Habitual rudeness is too trivial a
disruption of the social bond for even
the ubiquitous American megastate to
notice or control, and if it becomes too
unbearable for the dwindling number
of Americans who arc repelled by it to
stomach, they simply avoid locations
where they're likely to encounter it.
They move to the suburbs, which they
perhaps imagine are the last redoubts
of safety and civility, places where they
won't have to fight to defend themselves
or the way of life they prefer and where
they can rely on somebody else to fight
for them.
But in the last year or so, there have
been indications that even that escape
fantasy is being denied to Middle Americans as criminals and their close predecessors on the evolutionar\- tree of incivility, just plain boors, pursue t h e m
beyond the city limits. Last summer in
suburban Maryland, a woman who was
driving her preschool child to a daycare
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center was kidnapped and murdered by
two worthies from the District of
Columbia. They pushed her out of her
car and dragged her for nearly a mile
and then pitched the babv out of the
moving vehicle. This sort of crime is
fairly common in the District itself, but
the woman's neighbors in Howard
County weren't used to it. "One of the
things the real estate agent said," a
neighbor told the Washington Times
soon after, "was that Howard County
has the lowest crime rate and that this
area has the lowest rate of all." Virginian suburbanites expressed similar sentiments in the aftermath of random
killings by a wandering lunatic near
CIA headquarters during the height of
rush hour earlier this year in upscale
McLean, Virginia. "I moved out here
to be safe," whimpered a local clergyman to the Washington Post the day after the shootings. "Now I can't even
drive in the suburbs."
T h e emergence of routine rudeness
and discourtesy and the eruption of serious crime in suburbs as well as cities
are Irath part of the same pattern of social and civil decomposition that the
United States is enduring, and the removal of force as a social control on
both of them is perhaps the major underlying reason for their appearance.
"Disguise it how you will," wrote the
Victorian conservative theorist and
lawyer Fitzjames Stephen, "it is force in
one shape or another which determines
the relations between human beings."
Stephen regarded force as the foundation not only of law and government
but also of social relationships, and he
would have understood what is happening in the United States today as quickly and clearly as those police officers
who have to live—and die—with it.
Donald Murray, president of the Boston
Police Patrolmen's Association, told the
Times in the wake of the Maryland
killing last year that "the criminal justice system has gone soft. Nobody has
the guts to pull the lever on the electric
chair, histead, they tolerate increased
violence, and every year the murder rate
goes up."
Actually, Americans and even their
lawmakers are increasingly beginning to
rediscover the inverse relationship between the level of force available and
social disorder, but unlike Stephen they
persist in the delusion that force belongs
only to and in the state and particulady
in the federal government. Lawmakers

understand the use of force at least to
the degree that they know it's a good
idea to pretend to support more of it as
a means of controlling crime.
Thus, for the last couple of years a
federal "crime control" bill has been
bouncing around Congress that promises to inflict capital punishment for no
less tharr 51 different offenses. By voting for it and bragging about it, congressmen can boast to their constituents
of how draconian they are on criminals,
though when you examine the bill's provisions closely vou will find that the
crimes for which a convict can be hailed
to the scaffold include such offenses
as treason, espionage, and genocide.
Death is a reasonable penalty for those
who commit any or all of these, but executing those con\ icted of them does
nothing to control the sorts of crimes
most Americans have reason to fear. No
one is really afraid of being mugged by
Julius Rosenberg or raped in the parking lot by Pol Pot. In fact, most of the
rest of the bill's sanguinary language
merely protects federal bureaucrats and
congressmen, not the ordinar\' citizen,
by inflicting death on the killers of just
about every professional political parasite from visiting dignitaries of foreign
countries to egg inspectors in the Department of Agriculture.
Whenever using more force as punishment or deterrent is discussed these
days, it is almost always in terms of how
to enhance the power of the mcgastate
itself and to strip average Americans of
whatever means of force they have left
to protect themselves; it never involves
the removal of political and legal restraints on the use of force by social authorities. Gun control and expansion
of the number of policemen, prosecutors, and prisons are among the favorite
gimmicks advanced b\' what preens itself
as the "tough on crooks" school, and of
course our friends the neoconservatives
are in the forefront of peddling its doctrine. T h e original plans of "drug czar"
Bill Bennett for the Bush administration's much ballyhooed "war on drugs"
were the prototype for a veritably
Napoleonic expansion of federal power
that would ha\e placed Mr. Bennett at
the center of an iron web of national
law enforcement, international diplomacy, the coordination of military
forces, and the dispensation of billions
of dollars to federal, local, and state police, educators, rehabilitators, and therapists. President Bush, perhaps sensing
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the implicit coup d'etat the drug czar
was trying to pull on him and the nation, wisely gutted most of it, and Mr.
Bennett, his fun spoiled, eventually announced a tremendous but intangible
victory in the war on drugs and fled the
administration .shortly after.
But the drug czar's visions of a vastly
expanded federal role in law enforcem e n t live on in the neoeonscrvative
mind. Last year, just after the Los Angeles riots, Terry Eastland, Mr. Bennett's
one-time boon companion, m o u t h piece, and ghostwriter, unbosomed
himself of a brainstorm for further enlargement of federal crime control.
Complaining that Lyndon Johnson's response to the Watts riot of 1965 hadn't
included enough federal law enforcement, Mr. Eastland wrote that Johnson
"believed law enforcement should remain a local matter. Conservatives have
long believed that too, but Mr. Bush will
also make a mistake if he rejects the
need for a deeper federal law enforcem e n t presence in the nation's inner
cities." While neoconservatives shudder
at the word "nationalism" when it refers
to an America First foreign policy and
trade doctrine, they smack their lips
with glee when the term can be drafted
to bolster federal power and implement
Big C o v e r n m c n t conservatism. "Nationalism must prevail when the most
fundamental right of all—to self-preservation—can no longer be secured by local authorities," intoned Mr. Eastland.
Yet the lesson of the experience of
the last 60 years or so of federal involvement in law enforcement is that there is
far too much of it. Think, for a moment, of the federal agencies already
engaged in police work; the FBI is the
most obvious, but there is also the Drug
Enforcement Administration, the Internal Revenue Service, the Immigration
and Naturalization Service and the Border Patrol, the U.S. Marshals Service,
the Secret Service, the U.S. Customs
Service, the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco,
and Firearms, the Bureau of Prisons, and
the inspectors for the U.S. Postal Service, in addition to the whole apparatus of the military police and criminal
investigation services of the Armed
Forces, not to mention divers and
sundry interagency task forces, federal
prosecutors, judges, court officials of
one kind or another, and the quietly enlarging role of the Armed Forces themselves and the CIA in enforcing the drug
laws. Does a m o n e other than enthusi-

asts of reruns of The Untouchables imag- and swell the power of the federal sive, and fashionably therapeutic experine for a second that this labyrinth of leviathan. It has nothing to do with pro- imentation of law enforcement adminbureaucracies has made American soci- tecting Americans from criminals or istered from the purportedly cleaner corpunishing the criminals themselves, let ridors of Washington. Cops who know
ety any safer than it was before any of
alone with restoring to the communi- their beats and keep the peace on them,
them existed?
Moreover, since the "incorporation ties and citizenry the force they natu- and sheriffs who can tell the difference
doctrine" was foisted off on the legal rally need and ought to have to protect between local ne'er-do-wells and dansystem, the federal courts have presided themselves. It has everything to do gerous criminals, arc supposed to yield
over what is nothing less than a nation- with enhancing the power of those who to over-educated young ladies with masal revolution in criminal law whereby can expect to gain from an enlarged ter's degrees in womanology.
But law enforcement, like most of
every unsolicited confession of a street- but largely incompetent federal lawcorner grifter and every poke of a po- enforcement apparat and making cer- the other social functions Washington
liceman's nightstick in the ribs of a tain no one outside the federal niegas- claims to be able to perform better than
pimp or a pusher yields yet another new tate and the professional police agen- anyone else, is really not a yery complirevelation of a hitherto latent meaning cies that profit from it has any power at cated matter. Most societies in history
of the Bill of Rights. By slyly reshaping all. The nationalization of law enforce- have never had much of a problem with
the Constitution's limitations of federal ment, even when it claims to be "tough controlling criminals, and they've never
power into restrictions on state and local on crooks," is a fraud that converts local needed science, therapy, special trainauthority, the courts have managed to public authorities into vestigial organs ing and task forces, centralized bureauwreck most of what remains of effective of the mcgastatc and robs social insti- cracies, or indeed very many cops to
local law enforcement in the country tutions of the force that disciplines so- deal properly and speedily with killers,
thieves, and rapists. W h a t they needed
and to centralize and censor its com- ciety.
monsense procedures. W h a t the courts
From at least the days when Franklin and what they had at hand that we do
have been unable to reach with their le- Roosevelt's first Attorney General, not have was precisely the force that "in
gal fictions has been m o p p e d up by I lomer Cummings, barnstormed about one shape or another . . . determines
affirmative-action programs that man- the country stumping for what he vari- the relations between h u m a n beings"
date the hiring of unqualified minori- ously called a "national police force," and the will to make use of it. If Amerties and women as policemen and pre- an "American Scotland Yard," a "super icans really want to take back their
vent the promotion of qualified officers. police force," and, on one occasion, a streets, their cities, and their suburbs
Nor will federalizing (more properly, "Federal Army of Justice" to wage his and to teach some manners to the clods
nationalizing) law enforcement stop in "war on crime," the grand design of the and crooks that are pushing them out
the new age of Mr. Clinton and his pol- architects of the managerial state has of their theaters, parking lots, shopping
icy harem of Hillary, Zoe, Kimba, Don- been to replace what they view as the malls, and restaurants, a little force and
na, and/or Janet. It took the new Presi- "chaos" and "backwardness" of local and the will to use it are all they need to acdent neariy the whole of the first month state police departments with the sci- complish the task.
of his administration to locate an Attor- entifically planned, humanely progresney General who both supported him
and was also sufficiently square with the
law to pass the scrutiny of the cheekLIBERAL ARTS
bouncers, secret-leakers, plagiarists, and
woman-drowners on the Senate Judiciary Committee, and when he finally
discovered the incumbent Ms. Reno,
she at once announced that her first priority of business as the nation's top
gangbuster would be the welfare of chilNUEVE-UNO-UNO
dren. Mr. Clinton himself probably
knows no more about law enforcement
Once limited to schoolrooms and voting booths, bilingualism has now entered fire stathan any other public responsibility, and
tions. In the Chicago suburbs, the Northlake Fire Protection I^istrict has subscribed
he probably cares about it even less than
to a multilingual telephone service that will enable it to respond to emergency callers
he does for those things he may know
who do not speak English. Reacting to local Hispanic activist Jesus Espinoza's consomething about, but he too went
cerns about how Northlake dispatchers would answer emergency calls from the disthrough the charade of "tough on
trict's large Spanish-speaking population, the district voted last December to hook up
crooks" earlier this year when he vowed
to the AT&T Language Line, which provides links to translators who speak more than
to push for the hiring (largely with fed120 languages. Following on the heels of DUCOM, the centralized dispatching
eral funds) of yet another 100,000 poservice for DuPage County, Illinois, that has used the AT&T system for over a year,
Northlake taxpayers have opted to pay a $490 initial hook-up fee and $50 monthly serlicemen to put on the nation's streets
vice fees to sign up for the language line. But activist Espinoza is still not satisfied; areven as he also promised to sign more
guing that the line is not a solution and that Spanish-speaking Hispanics should he
federal handgun legislation.
hired instead, he has filed an unfair-hiring complaint against the district with the JusT h a t , in a nutshell, is the longtice Department.
standing liberal-ncoconservative law- enforcement strategy; disarm the citizens
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PERSPECTIVE

This Land for Hire
by Thomas Fleming
"Against the insidious wiles of foreign influence (I conjure you to believe me
fellow citizens); the jealousy of a free people ought to be constantly awake; since
history and experience prove that foreign influence is one of the most baneful
foes of Republican Government."
—George Washington

T

he day after Bill Clinton's election, the new leader of
the Republicans, Robert Dole, told reporters that his
party would adhere to the high standards the Democrats had
set in reviewing presidential appointments. As an admirer
of Senator Dole's style of attack, I began looking forward to a
late winter warmed by the anxieties of "Borked" Democrats,
and I was not the only American to rub his hands in gleeful
anticipation when Ron Brown, political fixer and foreign lobbyist, was named Secretary of Commerce.
After all, Mr. Brown had been a paid advocate of "Baby
Doc" Duvalier in Haiti and had represented the interests of
over 20 Japanese clients, while his firm—Patton, Boggs &
Blow—is the most notorious influence-peddler in Washington. But Mr. Brown, so far from having to dodge broadsides as
he ran a Republican blockade, sailed through his hearings
like a toy boat on a quiet pond.
But what were the Republicans going to say? Could they
trot out former U.S. Trade Representative Carla Hills to denounce the obvious conflicts of interest? Hills, who as USTR
lifted the restriction on Japanese participation in airport construction projects receiving federal funds and canceled the
semiconductor agreement with Japan, had previously "worked
as a registered foreign agent for Daewoo, a Korean conglomerate that makes autos, steel, ships, electronics, and heavy
machinery and operates a major bank and construction company. . . [she] also lobbied for two Canadian timber companies. Just prior to entering office as the USl'R, she was providing business and legal advice to Japan's Matushita
Corporation. Her husband is Roderick Hills, who represented
C. Itoh, one of Japan's largest trading companies, when it was

caught up in the Toshiba affair."
This profile was drawn by Pat Choatc in his 1990 book
Agenfs of Influence, and Choatc goes on to point out that
Hills named as her senior deputies two men whose firms had
represented Japanese clients. The "Toshiba affair" is the scandal that broke out when it was discovered that Toshiba had
sold silent propellor technology to the Soviet Union. That the
image of Toshiba and Japanese business in general came out of
the affair unscathed is due in part to the effective efforts of
American public relations firms and in part to the unified
and coherent trade strategies of the Japanese partnership between government and business. Trade for them is simply
"war by other means," and not only can they mobilize the
resources of their own nation behind a campaign, but they can
also buy into American trade associations, hire American p.r.
firms, and make substantial payments to American politicians in office and reward them with lavish fees for "speaking
engagements" or with donations to pet projects once they
have retired.
Defenders of foreign lobbyists insist that in a free democracy people have a right to say what they like, but a free debate
is supposed to include both sides. Instead, whenever anyone
criticizes Japanese trade practices or American lobbyists, he is
called a nativist or racist. The counter-argument, that Americans who sell out their country to foreign interests are morally traitors, is never heard, even from Japan's harshest critics.
If America is an open society based on the rule of law,
Japan is neither. It is a closed society, suspicious even of Koreans who have lived there for generations without the opportunity of becoming citizens, and its public life is a system
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